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Abstract—In the past decade, natural disasters such as hurri-
canes have challenged the operation and control of U.S. power
grid. It is crucial to develop proactive strategies to assist grid
operators for better emergency response and minimized electric-
ity service interruptions; the better the grid may be preserved,
the faster the grid can be restored. In this paper, we propose a
proactive posturing of power system elements, and formulate a
Security-Constrained Optimal Power Flow (SCOPF) informed by
cross-domain hurricane modeling as well as its potential impacts
on grid elements. Simulation results based on real-world power
grid and historical hurricane event have verified the applicability
of the proposed optimization formulation, which shows potential
to enable grid operators and planners with interactive cross-
domain data analytics for mitigating hurricane impacts.

Index Terms—Power system emergency response, security
constrained optimal power flow, hurricane impact mitigation

I. INTRODUCTION

SEvere weather is one of the major threats to power system
security in the United States today. The effects of cli-

mate change and worsening pollution levels have contributed
to destructive weather events such as hurricanes, tornadoes,
blizzards, and droughts [1]. For example, in 2017, Hurricane
Irma and Maria stroke Puerto Rico as Category 5 storm, and
caused prolonged yet wide-spread damage to Puerto Rico’s
electrical infrastructure; and in 2021, Hurricane Ida became
the second-most damaging hurricane for Louisiana on record.
Research efforts have been made to develop new algorithms
and tools in support of optimized grid resilience improvements
and potential emergency mitigation strategies [2], [3]. More
importantly, industry guidelines and comprehensive evaluation
framework should be properly defined to achieve critical
infrastructure resilience goals [4] and enable multi-domain,
multi-agency coordination, planning, and emergency response.

Several research papers have explored different ways of
including hurricane contingencies into the optimal power flow
(OPF) and unit commitment (UC) problems. Current model-
ing approaches can be widely classified into two categories:
proactive operation, and corrective operation of the grid in
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response to contingency events. Studies [5]–[7] explored cor-
rective approaches to contingency modeling where [8]–[10]
explored proactive approaches. Proactive modeling strategies
such as [10] has shown some promise in mitigating the adverse
impacts of contingencies on the grid.

Large-scale SCOPF problems are computationally in-
tractable [11], [12]. The complexity is attributed to the pres-
ence of nonlinear alternating current (AC) network constraints,
enforcing large number of transmission constraints, consid-
ering multiple scenarios and multiple contingencies in the
formulation [13], [14]. In order to alleviate the computational
burden in N − k OPF problems, research papers [13], [15]
proposed contingency screening to reduce problem size.

Semi-definite programming (SDP) relaxation holds signif-
icant promise for application to large-scale OPF and UC
problems. In [16], the authors proved that a global optimum
solution to the OPF problem can be obtained when the duality
gap is zero. However, for some practical problems SDP
relaxation may not be tight, and it fails to obtain a global
optimum solution. In order to address inexactness of SDP
relaxation, penalty terms are incorporated into the objective
of convex relaxations to drive the solution to near-globally
optimal solution [14], [17]–[19]. Furthermore, [20] proposed
adding valid inequalities to strengthen SDP relaxation when
the relaxation is inexact.

Limited papers have attempted to consider the sequential
temporal relationship between individual hurricane contingen-
cies in the multi-period SCOPF problem. For example, [21]
presented a two-stage unit commitment optimization formu-
lation considering equipment linear failure probability due
to hurricane impacts, but missed the detailed grid responses
based on electromechanical and protection behaviors. In this
paper, we adopt a proactive strategy of handling contingencies
brought about by hurricane events with the aim of improving
the preparedness of the grid to withstand the disruptive events,
in which both optimization tools and grid time-domain simula-
tion tools are utilized. The temporal relations among individual
steps (groups of time period) within one hurricane event have
been explored, in particular the present group of power system
contingencies (includes outaged generators and transmission
line) will be considered as N-1 security constraints, while
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the following group of power system contingencies is in-
corporated as explicit line rating constraints; this cascaded
forward-looking design embodies proactive posturing of power
system elements, but differentiates itself from simply stacking
adjacent groups of power system contingencies. To tackle
this, We employ a low order conic relaxation which has been
demonstrated through multiple experiments in [22] to be exact
for many large-scale SCUC problem and suitable to be applied
to SCOPF formulations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section II
introduces modeling hurricane’s impact on the electric grid.
Next, the SCOPF with contingencies is formulated in II-B. In
section III, we describe a tractable convex relaxation for the
optimization problem by means of convex surrogates. Next,
a semidefinite programming relaxation is proposed to tackle
the problem. Numerical simulations are provided in section IV
and conclusions are summarized in section V.

A. Notations

Throughout this paper, matrices, vectors and scalars are
represented by boldface uppercase, boldface lowercase and
italic lowercase letters, respectively. | · | represents the absolute
value of a scalar or the cardinality of a set. The symbol
(·)> represents the transpose operator. The notation real{·}
represents the real part of a scalar or a matrix. Given a matrix
A, the notation A, the notation Ajk refers to its (j, k)th

element. A, he notation Ajk refers to its (j, k)th element.
A � 0 means that A is symmetric and positive semidefinite.

II. MODELING HURRICANE’S IMPACTS ON GRID AND THE
OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM FORMULATION

Hurricane is one of the major natural disasters that influence
U.S. every year, the modeling and prediction of hurricane
based on climatology and meteorology are critical and fun-
damental [23]. But to fully capture its impacts on power grid
and further take advantage of such cross-domain capabilities
into power grid operation and planning, major barriers in-
cluding GIS data fusion and standardized cross-domain data
curation pose significant challenges for private industry [3],
not even mention the following requirements on optimization
and computing techniques when developing system hardening
strategies and impact mitigation plan.

To overcome those challenges, we formulate a multi-period
SCOPF problem, which considers hurricane-influenced grid
contingencies as well as the sequential temporal relationship
between individual steps. As a result, the modeling and
prediction of hurricane, usually published 24 to 72 hours in
advance, can be transformed into cross-domain intelligence
in a proactive manner, and further incorporated into power
system domain analysis. More details are given as follows.

A. Hurricane Contingency Description

Hurricane can be modelled as a multi-step temporal process,
each step includes the damaged group of power system equip-
ment and may be described as classical contingency for power
grid, such as line tripping, generation tripping, etc.. It should

be noted that individual power system equipment has its own
fragility curve, which dictates the failure possibility of that
equipment under certain wind speed during hurricane or storm
[2]. For example, one performed simulation for Hurricane
Maria included three steps, and each step includes one PSS®E
idv file to represent the sequence of elements damaged by
hurricane. Therefore, each idv file is considered as a form
of dynamic contingency simulation with proper time spacing
between individual equipment failure, while it is also natural
to be considered as N −k contingency formulation in steady-
sate analysis.

A preventive SCOPF problem can be formulated for each
step, by taking advantage of temporal relationship among
the cascaded hurricane contingency groups and maximize the
benefits of the predictable hurricane trajectory and intensity
in advance. More specifically, by proactively posturing the
power system operating conditions to embrace the possible
grid contingencies due to power system equipment failure from
both temporal and geographical perspectives, the proposed
method aims to explore the optimal system operation point
considering the current group of contingencies as security
constraints, while also minimizing the potential impacts of
the following batch of contingencies by penalizing line flows
on candidate lines accordingly. As a result, the cross-domain
intelligence from advanced hurricane modeling and prediction
can be transformed into timely absorbable information to guide
proactive posturing of power grid.

B. Multi-period Proactive SCOPF Problem Formulation

Let T represent the set of discrete time slots, with index t.
Additionally, let Gt represent the set of all generating units that
are available at time t ∈ T . Define Ct as the set of all predicted
hurricane contingency cases with 0 ∈ Ct representing the base
case (normal grid operation). Lastly, Gtc ⊆ Gt is defined as
the set of all generating units that are available at time t ∈ T
and contingency c ∈ Ct, such that

Gt = ∪c∈CtGtc.

Consider a power system with V as the set of buses,
and Etc ⊆ V × V as the set of branches at time t ∈ T
and contingency c ∈ Ct. The proactive SCOPF problem is
formulated as:

min
∑
t∈T

(∑
c∈Ct

∑
g∈Gtc

αsqr
tg p2tgc + αlin

tg ptgc + ζtg (1a)

+
∑
c∈0

∑
g∈Gtc

κg×(ptg0 − p(t−1)g0)2 (1b)

+
∑
g∈Gt

(
η+tg r

+
tg + η−tg r

−
tg (1c)

+ µ+
tg w

+
tg + µ−tg w

−
tg

))
(1d)

s.t. dtc +Btc θtc = C>tc ptc, ∀t, ∀c (1e)



where

ptc , [pt1c, pt2c, . . . , pt|Gtc|c]
>

|~Btc θtc + f shift
tc | ≤ f

max
tc , ∀t,∀c (1f)

pmin
gc ≤ ptgc ≤ pmax

gc , ∀t,∀g,∀c (1g)

0 ≤ w+
tg ≤ wmax

tg , ∀t,∀g (1h)

0 ≤ w−tg ≤ wmin
tg , ∀t,∀g (1i)

ptg0 − p(t−1)g0 ≤ w+
(t−1)g, ∀t,∀g (1j)

p(t−1)g0 − ptg0 ≤ w−(t−1)g, ∀t,∀g (1k)

0 ≤ r+tg ≤ rmax
tg , ∀t,∀g (1l)

0 ≤ r−tg ≤ rmin
tg , ∀t,∀g (1m)

ptgc − ptg0 ≤ r+tg, ∀t,∀g,∀c 6= 0 (1n)

ptg0 − ptgc ≤ r+tg, ∀t,∀g,∀c 6= 0 (1o)

−∆min
g ≤ ptgc − ptg0 ≤ ∆max

g , ∀t,∀g,∀c 6= 0 (1p)

Objective (1a) represents the operation cost with quadratic
coefficient αsqr

tg , linear coefficient αlin
tg and fixed cost ζtg . (1b)

represents the quadratic load-following ramp “wear and tear”
cost with coefficient κg . Furthermore, (1c) accounts for the
cost of contingency with coefficients η+tg and η−tg . Expression
(1d) represents cost of load-following ramping reserves with
coefficients µ+

tg and µ−tg . Constraint (1e) imposes the Direct
Current (DC) power balance constraints. Constraint (1f) re-
stricts the flow of power by the vector of line thermal limits
fmax
tc ∈ R|Etc|, where f shift

tc accounts for the effect of trans-
formers and phase shifters. Constraint (1g) imposes upper and
lower limits {pmin

gc , pmax
gc } on each generator. Per-period ramp

limits are imposed on the units with constraints (1h) – (1k).
Constraints (1l) – (1o) impose upward/downward limits {rmax

tg

, rmin
tg } on post-contingency dispatch quantities, respectively.

Additionally, constraint (1p) enforces limits on downward and
upward transitions from base to post-contingency state.

C. Multi-Step Cascaded Optimization Problem considering
Hurricane Progression

A hurricane can be divided into multiple steps considering
its time progression. In this case, the resulted power flow case
from previous step of existing Dynamic Contingency Analysis
Toolbox (DCAT) simulation can be utilized in next step, as a
new operation basecase. Then contingency list will be updated
for individual step, as hurricane will continue to move through
the power grid spanning over large geographical areas.

It should be noted that with the predictive intelligence
derived from hurricane modeling, one potential idea would
be for one hurricane step, not only using the contingencies
in the current step list, but also imposing further constraints
on transmission line yet to-be-impacted in next step, i.e.,
more conservative constraints of line flow ratings (100% to
70%); therefore, the resulted contingency-constrained SCOPF

problem is further extended with proactive posturing capa-
bility throughout the hurricane life cycle. Fig. 1 provides an
illustrative example with 6 steps representing one historical
hurricane.

III. CONVEXIFICATION OF THE PROACTIVE SCOPF
PROBLEM

In order to efficiently solve the the optimization problem,
we propose SDP relaxation which lead to a computationally-
tractable algorithm following [22].

A. Lifting

The first stage of convex relaxation is to lift the problem
to a higher dimensional space. This is done by introducing
the auxiliary variables Otgc,htgc ∈ R|T |×|G|×|C| accounting
for the monomials p2tgc and ptgcp(t−1)gc respectively. Using
the defined variables, the objective function (1a) can be cast
linearly as (2a). Likewise the objective function (1b) can be
cast linearly as (2b). Furthermore, in order to enforce the rela-
tionship between the auxiliary variables and the corresponding
monomials, we strengthen the proposed convex relaxation via
conic constraint (2e). The relationship between the auxiliary
variable Otgc and monomial p2tgc is relaxed to the SOCP (2f).

B. SDP relaxation

The resulting SDP relaxation of the proactive SCOPF prob-
lem is given by:

min
∑
t∈T

(∑
c∈Ct

∑
g∈Gtc

αsqr
tg Otgc + αlin

tg ptgc + ζtg (2a)

+
∑
c∈0

∑
g∈Gtc

κg×(Otg0 + O(t−1)g0 − 2× htgc)(2b)

+
∑
g∈Gt

(
η+tg r

+
tg + η−tg r

−
tg (2c)

+ µ+
tg w

+
tg + µ−tg w

−
tg

))
(2d)

s.t. W � ww>, ∀tgc ∈ T × G × C (2e)

W =

[
O(t−1)gsc ∗
htgc Otgc

]
,w =

[
p(t−1)gc
ptgc

]
,

Otgc ≥ p2tgc , Otgc ≥ 0 ∀t, ∀g,∀c (2f)

Otgc + pmin
gc pmax

gc ≤ (pmin
gc + pmax

gc ) ptgc

∀t, ∀g,∀c (2g)

(1e) – (1g) ∀t, ∀g,∀c (2h)

(1h) – (1k) ∀t,∀g (2i)

(1l) – (1p) ∀t,∀g,∀c (2j)

The above relaxation is exact if equally holds for (2e) and
(2f), making the solution to the optimization problem globally



Fig. 1: An illustration of multi-step cascaded optimization considering hurricane progression.

optimal. When the relaxation is not exact, we use the following
measure to evaluate the closeness to global optimality:

Optimality Gap % = 100× fr − fopt

fr
(3)

where fr and fopt are the optimal objective values for convex
relaxation (2) and the globally optimal solution to the original
problem (1), respectively. In summary, if the SDP relaxation
has a rank-1 solution, then a feasible solution of proactive
SCOPF together with a global optimality guarantee can be
computed.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

To evaluate and validate our proposed methodology, a
real-world power grid model is utilized considering a single
historical hurricane event. The power system model considered
is a 1263-Bus, 1269-Branch network [2]. Based on historical
hurricane event data, one realization of the hurricane was de-
rived considering wind speed variations. Moreover, within this
realization the hurricane process is divided into six consecutive
steps; each step is a set of power system contingencies, such
as credible transmission line, bus and generator outages along
the hurricane trajectory shown in Table I. Detailed network
topology, simulation examples and illustrations can be found
in Section 5, Simulation Results in [2].

Simulations are performed on a laptop with an Intel Core i5
2.3 GHz CPU and 8 GB RAM using MATLAB R2020b. The
open-source solver SDPT3 is used to solve the semidefinite
program through CVX v2.1 [24]. The objective function for
each contingency batch is the sum of operation cost over
time scale of 15 minutes as each contingency (Ctg) batch
from DCAT has the same time scale. For each step in the
hurricane progression, grid data obtained through DCAT is
fed as a basecase to the optimization problem. The output of
the optimization is then analyzed. This multi-step cascaded
optimization setup is illustrated in Figure 1.

TABLE I: Contingency Data and Operation Cost

Contingency # of Lost # of Lost # of Lost Operation
Batches Buses Branches Generators Cost ($)

Ctg Batch 1 0 0 0 99,638
Ctg Batch 2 0 1 0 114,248
Ctg Batch 3 90 114 2 –
Ctg Batch 4 268 318 4 1,537,810
Ctg Batch 5 376 447 5 –
Ctg Batch 6 401 481 5 –

A. Operation Cost

In the simulations, the optimizer found an optimal solution
to the SDP relaxation after computation time of 2 minutes 46
seconds. It was observed that the cost of operating the grid
during hurricane-triggered contingencies gradually increases
as the hurricane progresses through the grid network and
causes loss to network elements. This result is shown in Table
I, operation cost gradually increases from a basecase cost of
$99,638 to $1,537,810 in Ctg Batch 4. This can be attributed
to increased utilization of network elements as a result of the
loss of buses, branches and generators in the network making
the electric grid more and more expensive to operate. In Ctg
Batch 3, 5, and 6 the model becomes infeasible due to the
grids inability to survive outage to several damaged elements.

B. Proactive Mitigation Measure

Hurricane impacts which lead to fatal damage to grid
elements such as lines, buses, generators, transformer etc. may
be mitigated by applying proactive measures to adjust their
operation during hurricane progression while still maintaining
reliability to serve as many customers as possible. To test
proactive measures, we apply tighter line flow constraints to
Ctg Batch branches to power flow cases generated through
DCAT’s time domain simulation. In the experiments, line flows
on branches in the hurricane’s path are proactively limited to
operate at 70% of normal operation limits.

In Figure 2, we observe that line flows over branch #77
reduces by a maximum of 7% after we applied a proac-
tive mitigation strategy of tightening branch flow constraints



without violating other constraints or causing optimization
infeasibility. We then further tighten the line flow limits below
70% until we reach infeasibility of the model for the purpose
of analysis; additional runs with progressively tighter branch
flow constraints indicated that the model becomes infeasible
when line flow limits fall below 40% of normal operation
while still meeting the system load demand.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
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Fig. 2: Line MVA flows on line # 77 before and after applying
proactive mitigation to penalize the flow on selected lines in
the hurricane path

V. CONCLUSIONS

The paper aims to develop interactive cross-domain data
analytics based on hurricane modeling, power system opti-
mization and model-based simulations. The temporal relations
among individual steps (groups of time period) within his-
torical hurricane event have been explored and transformed
into explicit optimization constraints, and further incorpo-
rated into SCOPF problem to identify proactive posturing
of power system elements. Variations of the operation cost
among different hurricane steps (contingency batches) in-
dicates the applicability of such optimization formulation,
and the improvement in targeted credible line contingencies
shows promising improvements by such proactive dispatch.
Future work includes scalability evaluation with large volume
of DCAT simulation outputs based on different base cases
and synthesized hurricane events, and expanded validation
considering multiple resilience metrics [2].
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